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Torontech ™  is a leading North American based international manufacturer and supplier of pumps, 
pipes, valves & actuators. The Torontech ™  group has established an extensive network in the USA as 
well as international markets and remains to be a preferred vendor of choice supplying quality pumps 
for today’s leading corporations.

Creating comprehensive solutions for our clients has always been the core value of our company. From 
sales, to order execution, and post-sales support; every staff member is here to assist you in selecting 
the solution that best suits your unique requirements and budget.

The Torontech ™  group offers a complete range of quality pumps that are,ANSI to ISO approved and 
engineered to last, ensuring your company continuous production without interruptions.

Since the beginning, we have succeeded in only offering quality manufactured pumps that are currently 
being used worldwide. We offer the best value for your investment and provide world-class support.

Due to the demand for our quality pumps, Torontech ™  has experience explosive growth primarily in the 
oil & gas, water filtration and chemical refinery industries.
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We offer an extensive range of solutions and products for oil & gas projects, refineries, petrochemical 

plants, and marine applications. Our main class of pumps includes API (American Petroleum Institute) 

Standard, Mining, Water & Sewage and Firefighting applications. The pumps are offered in various 

configurations depending on orientation of the pump, required head and type of fuel used for operation.
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TTAAM-Mud Centrigual Pumps



Sectional drawing

Mud Pump Structural Drawing

Specification
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TTAAM-Mud Centrigual Pumps

Itsmainpartsarepumpshell,impellers,bearingblock,pumpaxle,bearing,

shaftcoupling,wearingplate,sealapparatus,oilseal,motorandbase.the

following is the structural dwg. of the pumps.

Usage andApplication Range

Main Structure ,Feature andWorking Principle

TTAAM-OM series centrifugal sand pump mainly supplies to solids control circulating
system of oilfield drill rig, and can be used to provide drilling liquid with a certain
discharge capacity and pressure to sand, desilter and mud mixer to assure
these equipments work efficiently.
The TTAAM-OM10×8×14 centrifugal sand pump applies to over 3000-meter-long
drilling rigs with big viscosity and specific gravity drilling fluid. The OM8×6×14
centrifugal sand pump applies to over 3000-meter-long drilling rigs. The
TTAAM-OM8×6×11 centrifugal sand pump applies to under 3000-meter-long drilling
Rigs and also can be used to supply mud to triplex mud pump as a filling
pump. The TTAAM-OM6×5×11 centrifugal sand pump applies to truck-mounted drilling
rigs or pocket drilling rigs. The TTAAM-OM4×3 centrifugal sand pump is usually used
as measuring pump or replenishment pump. The TTAAM-OM3×2 centrifugal sand
pump is usually used as clean water pump.
The pump is constituted of pump shell, impellers, bearing block, pump axle, bearing,
shaft coupling, wearing plate, seal apparatus, oil seal, motor and base .the
following is the structural of the pumps.
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Pump Installation Dimensions
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